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INTRODUCTION



 
Considering high costs of resolving systemic banking crises and 
their significant negative

 
effects on the economy and therefore on 

the standard of living, it is necessary to

 
dedicate a lot of attention 

to research on how and why crises happen in order to try to

 predict them.



 
The main idea of early warning models is that if factors triggering 
crises can be identified, then also the occurrence of crises can

 
be 

predicted. 



 
Economic slowdown and sudden stop of credit activity supported 
by the global economic

 
crisis has led to much more deepening of 

the crisis, and to an intensive growth of sovereign debt.



 
In order to prevent a scenario like this to happen again, it

 
is 

necessary to create and implement early warning models for 
systemic banking crises.



METHODOLOGY AND AVAILABILITY OF DATA (I) 



 
Extensive empirical literature indicates that, in general, there

 
are 

two approaches for designing

 
early warning systems that are most 

commonly used.



 
Selection of potential indicators is mostly based on the economic 
reasoning that takes into account theoretical assumptions and 
indicators already used in previous researches. 



 
The choice of indicators depends largely on the availability of 
data.



 
The criterion commonly used for determining the starting date of

 systemic banking crises

 
is a 10% share of nonperforming loans in 

total loans at the level of a banking system.



 
The signal horizon is defined

 
24 months prior to the crisis.



METHODOLOGY AND AVAILABILITY OF DATA (II) 



LOGIT APPROACH (I)



 
Coefficients in the logit model

 show only the direction of 
change in probability, thus it is

 necessary to calculate

 
marginal 

effects.



 
Results

 
of the estimated 

dynamic logit model suggest 
that loans have the highest 
marginal effect

 
on the 

dependent variable.



LOGIT APPROACH (II)



 
The model

 
has correctly 

predicted 88.76% 
observations, therefore it

 has proved to be 
unsuccessful in 11.24% 
cases. 



 
Furthermore, the model 
has precisely predicted

 the crisis in 79.17% 
cases (i.e. months), and 
the normal period in 
92.31% cases. 
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BAYESIAN MODEL AVERAGING (I)



 
There are at least two problems with simple regression when 
there are many potential explanatory variables.



 
First, putting all potential variables in one regression might 
significantly increase standard errors if irrelevant variables are 
included. 



 
Second, the use of sequential testing in order to exclude 
unimportant variables might lead to misleading results taking into 
consideration the fact that there is a probability that a relevant 
variable is excluded every time when the test is done.



 
Bayesian model averaging considers model uncertainty by taking 
into account combinations of models and assigning them weights 
in accordance with their performance.



BAYESIAN MODEL AVERAGING (II)



BAYESIAN MODEL AVERAGING (III)



 
These results largely 
coincide with results of the 
previously estimated logit 
model.



 
The accelerated economic 
growth influenced the banks 
to initiate the exaggerated 
lending activity that led to 
credit expansion with three-

 digit yearly credit growth 
rates, and that in turn even 
additionally encouraged 
overheating of the 
economy.



CONCLUDING REMARKS



 
Although many economists, especially critics of economics as 
science, consider that

 
early warning models have proved to be 

unsuccessful because they failed to predict occurrence

 
of the 

present global crisis, the economic policy can not be conducted in 
an appropriate

 
and efficient manner without reliable quantitative 

information.



 
These models

 
might

 
have an important complementary role as an 

objective measure of the banking system

 
vulnerability.



 
Results of the estimated models have shown that the systemic 
banking crisis in Montenegro

 
has its roots in the domestic 

economy. 



 
Causes of crisis originate from the period

 
of unsustainable credit 

expansion. Also, there is a significant impact of international 
trends on the Montenegrin banking system

 
and overall economy.



Thank you for your attention!
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